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The most distinctive characteristic of Robert Frost's work is elusiveness. all levels of Frost's poems before being certain
of any particular meaning. .. irony and major themes is the presence of â€œopposites,â€• which set up patterns of
reversal.

It shows that man cannot overcome death and evil. Sadness arises in the first stanza when the poet "Gives up
his errand, and lets death descend" manifests that he has surrendered himself before evil because he has no
other way to except to surrender. Thus, creating a situation in which the traveler must make a decision. Most
Americans recognize his name, the titles of and lines from his best-known poems, and even his face. Frost
turns an everyday common job, into discovering a common bond with another laborer. Robert Frost is a well
known American poet who draws on nature as the subject of his poems. The poem is considered the remaining
part of "The Stopping by woods on Snowy Evening", the conflict is represented between commitments of life
and peacefulness of death so one cannot decide whether to go to fulfill promises or to stay among woods and
result is uncertainty and melancholy, on the other hand the poem "the Onset" presents consentment of poet
about the realities of life and death. Rather than taking the safe path that others have traveled, the narrator
prefers to make his own way in the world. A traveler comes to a fork in the road and needs to decide which
way to go to continue his journey. If our speaker is, as we suspect, at a fork in the road of his life, and not at an
actual road, he could be trying to peer into his future as far as he can. He wrote from a very young age, not
only writing poetry, but also dramas and novels. Frost describes conflicts between desire and duty as if the two
must always be mutually exclusive; in order to support his family, a farmer must acknowledge his
responsibilities rather than indulge in his personal desires. Hence he can be termed as classicist of very high
order. Dual characteristic of nature is found in Frost's poetry. Even after his death in , he is still remembered
today for his great literary works. This ability to escape rationality and indulge in the liberation of imagination
is limited to the years of childhood. Just when we think we've got a declaration about which path is better, he
changes his mind and admits that maybe they were equal after all. Because of the time he spent in New
England, the majority of pastoral scenes that he describes are inspired by specific locations in New England.
Robert Frost was born in San Franciso on March 26, , but later moved to Lawrence, Massachuschusetts after
his father died where he did most of his writing. A critic speaking of Frost, says: " It would be going too far to
think of him as a religious poet, but his work tends towards wholeness, thus towards Catholicism at heart".
The "hissing of snow" in line 4 and 5, is compared to sound of serpent that refers to the evil. This conflict is
particularly clear in "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening," when the narrator expresses his wish to stay
in the woods and watch the snow continue to fall. The boy ends up dying due to the severity of his wound.
John T. He does not aloof himself from the contemporary society. This poem refers to a brook which
perversely flows west instead of east to the Atlantic like all other brooks. Robert Frost is widely admired and
recognized for his literary works. With 6 kids and a wife, he had a lot of people to provide for. KHADER
describes stylistics is an in-depth study of text to produce the particular effect through particular choices of
words. There is a correlation between these two poems since they share many romantic features. It consist of
four stanzas of five lines each, and each line has between eight and ten syllables, the lines in each stanza
rhyme in an A-B-A-A-B pattern. His literary work communicates deep meaning through the use of metaphoric
language and deception. This poem implies that when dealing with the end of the world, it will end in one of
two ways; in fire or in ice. Many would not know, but Frost was not widely successful until he was
thirty-eight years old. On June 25, , Robert's sister Jeannie was born Bio. However, Frost has more
opportunities to find metaphysical meaning in everyday tasks and explore the relationship between mankind
and nature through the glimpses of rural life and farming communities that he expresses in his poetry. Poetic
devices are one of the thousands of ways that writers of all kinds strategically express their thoughts and
feelings through language. Though Frost allied himself with no literary school or movement, the imagists
helped at the start to promote his American reputation. Robert Frost was able to grasp this raw, vulnerable life
changing moment in the palm of his hand. The study will examine how the poet has presented the deep
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philosophy by using simple narrative language. The speaker tells us the woods are yellow, so we can conclude
that it's autumn. Urban life is "real," but it lacks the quality and clarity of life that is so fascinating to Frost in
his work. Syntax and lexicology. The feelings of fear and sadness which are appeared in first stanza, now in
second stanza turn into hope. He regrets that he cannot follow both roads, but since that is not possible, he
pauses for a long while to consider his choice.


